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Plans for Gombin Society Poland Trip- August 2018  
 
This is an incredible opportunity to reunite our families and walk in the footsteps 
of our grandparents.  With local experts, guides and translators, we will tour the 
former shtetl of Gombin and the surrounding countryside, identifying important 
landmarks in our shared personal histories. With help from our friends in Warsaw, 
Płock, and Gąbin, we will create a meaningful itinerary with activities for all ages.  
Here are current thoughts and a draft itinerary: 
 
Families will be responsible for their own international flights to Warsaw. 
 
• August 8-11 (tentative dates): We’ll gather in Warsaw first.  You can choose 

activities to participate in and/or Explore on your own. 
• Orientation; tours of the award-winning Museum of the History of Polish Jews 

(POLIN) and the Ethnographic Museum, where there is a Gombin exhibit. 
• Tour the remnants of the Jewish Ghetto with an expert guide. 
• Visit the restored UNESCO World Heritage old city and excellent restaurants. 

 
August 11-15 (tentative): Coach travel to Płock/Gąbin region provided.  
• Stay in the historic city of Płock on the Wisła river. 
• Visit the Museum of Mazovian Jews in Płock. 
• Photo and story sharing with other Gombiners; genealogy workshop; option to 

visit the historical archives. 
• In Gombin: Jewish history walking tour (synagogue, square, shops, houses, 

cemetery); meet friends of the society and current residents. 
• Options to visit Konin and Chełmno monuments; explore ancestral villages.  
  
You can extend your stay to include self-organized trips to Krakow and/or 
Auschwitz, or you can return via Warsaw. 
 
Travel cost and stipends for young adults:  The Board of the Jewish Gombin 
Historical and Genealogical Society recognizes that the cost of the planned trip 
may be an obstacle for some. We estimate that the cost (excluding international 
air fare) will be $1,500 to $2,000 per person. Accordingly the Board has set aside 
some funds to assist younger-generation Gombiners with this cost. To be eligible 
the applicant must be the adult child of an active (i.e. dues paying) member of the 
Society.  Support may be requested for up to $1000 per person (about 50% of the 
total cost), but the final awards will depend on the number and location of 
applicants and the amounts requested.   
 
Act now to secure your place. We need to be able to estimate interest and 
secure hotel space & Polish transportation.  See page 4 for more details about 
making arrangements. Family dues should be paid now.   
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As Gombiners plan a 2018 trip to Poland, its 
excitement and anticipation are tempered. It’s hard to 
imagine such a journey without Ada Holtzman.  
September 29th marked the yahrzeit of Ada’s death. 
 
“Ada was larger than life,” said Mindy Prosperi, one 
of untold numbers of people who discovered their 
families with Ada’s help. “She was the soul of so 
much of the work we’ve done. Even people who just 
called up desperate for information, could always 
rely on her. She changed their lives.” 
 
Ada’s indefatigable research on Jewish life in 
Gombin and throughout Eastern Europe was done in 
devotion to the memory of her parents, Meir and 
Rivka Holtzman who escaped from Europe on the 
Colorado in an illegal boatlift of Jews to Palestine in 
July of 1939. Two months later, the Nazis overtook 
Gombin, burning the landmark synagogue to the 
ground. Of Gombin’s Jews who lived through the 
initial brutality, the able-bodied were conscripted into 
the Konin work camp, with others sent to their deaths 
at Chełmno. 
 
Meir Holtzman- a zealous socialist, Zionist, and a 
leader in the Hashomer Hatzair movement- became a 
founder of Kibbutz Evron in Israel, where Ada grew 
up and is now laid to rest.  Her mother died too 
young, in 1969; Ada’s website, www.zchor.org, is 
dedicated to the beloved Rivka. Before his death in 
1998, Meir translated his memoirs and parts of the 
Gombin Yizkor Book from Yiddish to Hebrew. 
 
Ada considered it one of her most sacred duties, as 
caretaker of Beit Gombin in Tel Aviv, to honor the 
dead, meticulously preserving a memorial wall there 
composed of plaques with the names of Gombiners 
who perished in the Shoah. Once a year she held a 
candle-lighting remembrance of the Holocaust, 
attended by Gombiners from Israel and sometimes 
from more far-flung places, including Poland, 
Australia, the United States, and South America.  
 
Moshe Lewenberg from Rishon LeZion, a longtime 
friend of Ada’s, recalls one of those nights. A striking 
woman walked in for the ceremony.  She had a 
harrowing story of narrow escape from Gombin 
during the war, including being rescued and hidden 
by a non-Jewish woman.  When he learned that her 
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“Back to Gombin” Again; Remembering Ada 
By Meredith Nelson	  
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name was Wolfovich, Moshe was stunned.	   He knew 
the name well from stories of his own mother, whose 
life in Gombin was one of poverty, hardship and 
sometimes misery. One day his mother had polished 
the floors of an opulent home—to her, a palace—near 
the fashionable town square of Gombin. It belonged 
to Wolfovich, one of the wealthiest families in 
Gombin.  Across a chasm of time, in Tel Aviv, the 
woman lit a candle, and Wolfovich, Lewenberg, 
Holtzman, united in remembrance, as they might 
never have back in Gombin, across a chasm of social 
class. 
 
In 1999, on the grounds of Chełmno, before a 
gathering of Gombin descendants, Ada stated: “Only 
about 50 years ago, they did not distinguish between 
Left and Right, between secular and observant, 
between Hasidim and people of the intelligentsia, 
between the simple men and the great rabbis. There, 
everybody with Jewish blood in his veins shared a 
common fate. But as one survivor once said, ‘What 
we need is not one day to remember, but one day to 
forget.” 
 
Throughout her tireless commitment to Jewish 
genealogy, Holocaust memorial, and resurrecting the 
stories of our Polish town, Ada never ceased 
repeating her well-known mantras: “We remember!” 
and “Never forget.”  We remember, Ada, whom we 
will never forget. 



The Pindek Prayer Books of Gombin 
Michael Shade, Brighton England 

 
I was a participant in the visit to Gombin last September (see B’nai 
Gombin #37, 2016). On the Sunday, before a programme of walks 
around the town, a Polish woman approached us, carrying a plastic 
bag, from which she pulled out 4 Hebrew Prayer Books, that had 
been found when her house was being renovated a few years ago. 
 
Did we know who they belonged to? She wanted to return them to 
the original family, and was reluctant to hand them over to museum 
staff. She said the Jewish family who had lived in the house before 
was named, Pindek. None of us recognized the name. 
 
There was some writing in one of the books, including some in a 
child’s hand practicing letter formation in Hebrew and in Russian. 
A few people looked at it, but no-one could make much sense of it. 
She put the books back in the bag and went off. 
 
At the end of the day, she turned up again, and I had another look at 
the books. I can read a bit of Russian, with difficulty, and suddenly 
realized that the child’s writing was that of a little boy learning how 
to write his own name: “Lab Ran”.   
 
Or, could it be “Lajb Rajn”?  I have Rajn relatives, from Gombin. They’re on my Family Tree, and my Tree is 
on my phone, and my phone is in my pocket … 
 
There he was - Lajb Rajn, born 1901. We checked the date of publication of the book: 1900. There was only 
one Rajn family in Gombin - it must be him! One of our Polish friends explained what I was saying to the 
lady, Mrs. Romanowska. We had a little impromptu handing-over ceremony right there and then in the street 
and a little hug. We now have the Book. 
 
[There is a full version of this account online at: http://bit.ly/PrayerBooksofGombin, with photos]  
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Renew your membership in the Gombin Society for 2018 
Name(s): 
_________________________________________________________________ 
Update email address(s): 
_________________________________________________________________ 
Mailing address (street, city, state, zip code, country): 
_________________________________________________________________ 
_________________________________________________________________  
Phone number(s): __________________________________________________ 
Pay dues for 2018 ($60 for family) __________________  
Checks (to GJHGS) to Michael Kaplan, 45 Coppermine Rd., Princeton NJ 08540 
For more information about membership: Mindy Prosperi mindyprosperi@gmail.com  



	  

305	  Tuscany	  Rd.	  
Baltimore	  MD	  21210,	  U.S.A.	  
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2018 Poland trip information and expressions of interest 
	  
You can learn more about the tentative itinerary for the trip at www.gombinsociety.org. or by 
contacting either Dana Boll, danaboll@gmail.com 917-744-4499; Anita Greenbaum-Brush, 
anitabrush@gmail.com. 617-835-2533.  There is a survey available to express your interest in the trip 
and provide useful planning information about participants.  Click here: 
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSfMWtezqPbe6tCzjha3_7FM5hBoTSeufVs7EtWBk3jri
nGJ5Q/viewform  
 
If you prefer to be in contact the Gombin Society by mail, send the following information to Mindy 
Prosperi, 185 Skyline Dr., Highland Mills NY 10930.  We need to know… 

• Names of likely participants, addresses, departure airport, email addresses, likelihood of 
participating;  

• Special needs for travel or diet (e.g. Kashrut); interested in other, connected trips to Krakow 
or other sites in Poland?   

• What special interests do you wish to pursue on this trip?  For example, genealogy, history, 
specific families, work on Jewish cemetery?   

 
For more information about the Gombin Society travel stipends for younger generation adults, 
contact either Michael Kaplan JerseyBabu@gmail.com 732-297-3350 or Phil Ball, 
phillip_ball@ml.com , President GJHGS. 


